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museums are centers for learning and engagement



The ethos of a 
modern museum 
commonly 
extends beyond 
public 
engagement, but 
to actively 
conduct and 
support scientific 
research

A major research 
advantage of 
museums and 
collaboration 
with museums is 
the commitment 
to stewardship in 
perpetuity

A large part of 
biological 
research, 
especially with 
respect to 
understanding 
species and their 
distributions, 
uses comparative 
analysis



The Natural Science Research Laboratory

Mammals (> 150,000)
Birds (> 6,000)
Invertebrates ( > 1 million)
Genetic Resources ( > 415,000)



The spatiotemporal series curated by natural history 
collections enables the fundamental comparative work 

to understand species and their distributions

Although it may be assumed that earth’s biodiversity has 
been exhaustively cataloged, in fact this is not the case





Comparative analysis of voucher specimens enables analysis of spatiotemporal variation





Whereas comparative morphology is quite 
valuable, comparative genetics offers an 
alternative, and often more revealing, 
perspective



The Genetic Resources Collection of the NSRL









Research and 
conservation 
of the Cave 
Meshweaver
(Cicurina sp.) 
is a great 
example of 
the utility of 
museum 
collections 
and genetics
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•Paquin and Duprie (2009)

•Many species (60 or so, but 
hard to say)

• Species defined based on 
reproductive anatomy, but 
many species based on 1 or 2 
adults which are seldom 
found (100/10/1 J/F/M ratio)

• Federally-listed species of 
Cicurina



• Cave meshweavermale, palpal bulb

female, spermatheca



Study Goal
•Use all previously published and newly sequenced 

mitochondrial DNA data to develop a revised 
understanding of Cicurina species relationships, 
distributions, and appropriateness of current 
taxonomy



Methods
•DNA was extracted from a few legs of adults or 

immature museum specimens
• The adults were morphologically identified

• Specimen and species relationships were estimated 
using phylogenetics of the mitochondrial COI gene
• Useful to evaluate species validity and distributuion





C. madla

C. vespera

C. baronia



4 species 
polytomy

2 species 
polytomy

2 species 
polytomy



7 potentially 
undescribed 

species







General Summary

• Museums are perpetual stewards of their collections – this 
commitment facilitates fundamental comparative work

• Many of the specimens used in this study were collected decades ago with no 
plan for genetic analysis

• DNA sequence data is a tool to yield clarity of species’ status and distribution 
which is needed for appropriate environmental impact response



Specific Summary

• Endangered species are readily identified with genetics- a large 
number of morphologically obscure immatures included

• Genetic data suggest much work is needed to correctly align 
phylogeny and taxonomy and to correctly understand which species 
warrant federal listing
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Thanks for your time!



• Cave meshweaver

Hedin et al. 2018

male, palpal bulb

female, spermatheca



Sentenska et al. 2017







Following Hedin et al. 2018



ENDANGERED

UNDESCRIBED ?

POLYTOMIES ?



Through its collections and programs, the Museum of Texas Tech 
University engages campus and community to enhance understanding of 
self- and community identity, society, and the world; to empower people 

to be informed citizens of the 21st century; and to enrich lives.

Thanks for your time and attention





Summary of how to read a phylogeny
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